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Otago’s first gold rush was in 1861, after Gabriel Read found gold in what would be called Gabriels Gully. Thousands of diggers, later including men from China, went there to make their fortune. West Coast. The gold was in hard rocks and expensive to mine, so companies rather than individuals took over. There were several very rich mines in this area, especially the Martha mine at Waihī.

Mining today. Gold helped make New Zealand’s economy successful because it attracted people, investments and shipping. Because the price of gold was fixed, gold mining declined in the mid-20th century, but revived in the 1980s when the price was allowed to float. Today, gold still earns the country millions of dollars each year. Discover the Future of Crypto Mining with Honest Mining. Our mission is building trustworthy and easy crypto mining that is accessible to everyone. Discover the future of Crypto Mining. We believe that Proof of Stake is the better way to passively grow your crypto assets. We offer multiple coins to stake. It is easy, simple and affordable. Join Honest Mining and start earning immediately! Sign Up Watch the Video. About Honest Mining. Everyone’s Crypto Mining Partners. Honest Mining mission is to make crypto currency mining a lot easier and accessible for everyone.